Oral pre-trigeminal neuralgia pain: clinical differential diagnosis and descriptive study results.
To better quantify oral pre-trigeminal neuralgia (PTN) symptoms, attempt to identify PTN symptoms that could reliably differentiate between PTN and odontogenic tooth pain, and determine whether an anesthetic test would reliably differentiate these disorders. This was accomplished through a survey of symptom recall for 49 trigeminal neuralgia patients who had PTN tooth and/or gum pain. The variability of oral PTN symptoms, factors that worsened or improved them, and how dental anesthesia affected them, explain the reason for variations found in the literature. A throbbing pain quality is not in the literature, but present for 63% of respondents. No specific PTN symptom would reliably differentiate PTN from odontogenic tooth pain. The results also suggest that an anesthetic test would not be totally reliable for differentiating these disorders. A protocol is provided that should help practitioners identify the tooth pain source when there is no dental pathology.